
Contribution to the Tasks 4.3.1 and 4.3.2

Task 4.3.1 Investigate how trairang should be planned to ensure efficient utilization of
OSS

Task 4.3.1 Evaluate how the introduction of OSS influences requirements to the basic
education of the operator
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Introduction

The introduction of computerized supports to improve efficiency in the activity of an
intelligent agent (the operator in NPP case) increases the agent training demand.
In fact also the infonnatic support can be viewed as an "artificial agent", more or less
"active" depending on its internal degree of autonomy: the human agent needs to be
trained to "coordinate" his behaviour with the behaviour of the artificial agent

The basic idea of this work is that a more safe, complete and integrated OSS could be
a system (an artificial agent) that gives support to the human agent not only during the
plant real operations, but also during the different phases of operator education and
training for normal and emergency situations management

Such a system must to be able to work in two different ways:

1) As Operator On-line Support. In this case the system acts as an artificial agent
that supports the human agent behaviour in the interactions with the plant domain;
the relative structure is visualized in fig. 1.

2) As Operator Training Support. In this case the system acts as an artificial agent
that supports the human agent in the training phases [1] as visualized in fig. 2; the
presence of an human tutor, as additional system user, implies that the system may
be configured to give support also to this type of agent; inside the system can be
foreseen also the presence of an emergency scenarios generator to be connected to
the plant simulator.
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Fig. 2 - Operator Training Support

The architecture of an Intelligent Training System

As is possible to evidence from the two previous figures and also from the principal
research works available at international level about these methods [2] [3] [4], the
main difference between a simple OSS system and an OSS system including training
capacity is the presence, in the last, not only of the decision rules and domain
representation capacity but also of a set of training rules making use of a
representation (or model) of the trainee himself.

The trainee representation allows to have the system adaptation to the needs and
ability of the trainee.

The information contained into the system is separated from the mechanism that use
that knowledge.

It contains a simulation of the physical world and generation of emergency scenarios^

Domain Representation

Domain modeling capacity is necessary to build the domain representation. Domain
models are normally subdivided into:

- a structural model containing the object classes of the principal domain entities;
- a topological model containing the representation of the real instances of those

classes with their mutual relationships.



- a behavioural model contained the methods applicable to the defined class of
objects; the application of the methods can generate or modify the instances inside
the topological model.

Decision Rules

The application (or firing) of the most appropriate sets of decision rule is conseguem
to the choise of the most suitables methods to be used into the domain in relation with
a certain situation (event).

Trainee Representation

The trainee representation (or model) can be decomposed into the following types of
knowledge:

- a set of responsability rules defining the trainee duties on the domain respect to the
possible situations (events). Is possible to map the trainee responsability on the
previous defined topological domain model.

- a set of goals can be attribuited to the trainee, taking in account the previous
responsability map.

- a set of resources (with associated time constraints) can be attribuited to the trainee
to execute his duty.

- a set of mal-rules or misconceptions about the domain representation can be also
attribuited to the trainee.

Training Rules

The training rules are utilized by the tutor and could be classified into:

Training supervision rules:

- rules necessary to classify and proposing training scenarios based on their
management difficulty;

- rules necessary to assign responsability and goals to the trainee based on his own
representation;

- rales necessary to supervise and control the scenarios evolution.

Training evaluation rules:

- trainee tracing rules (used to follow the trainee response after every action
execution);

- trainee diagnostic rules (used to execute a diagnosis of the final training session
results);



Results and on-going works in Training method for Emergency Management

Many studies and works are done in the application of OSS during Emergency
Management. . During Emergency Management activity is necessary to take in
account the coordination and the cooperative work between the control room plant
operator (on-site operator) and the other operators and managers working inside and
outside the plant [5] [6]. This implies the necessity to consider not a simple OSS
system but DOSS system (Distributed Operator Support System).

Such types of systems was analyzed into the ISEM (Information Technology for
Emergency Management) Esprit project [7] that, as final result, furnished a prototype
system supporting on site operators and off-site managers and authorities that have
responsability during the emergency management phases. Early predictions and
evaluation of how the crisis can influence the off-site plant domain (potential damage
to people and items) may greatly influence the operator best decisions.

In addition a good model of mutual coordination of the respective intervention goals
and actions is the key point to achieve to increase the emergency management
efficiency.

For this reason, operator training must be mainly devoted to increase coordination
inside the organizations; lack of coordination is mainly present between the on-site
and the off-site part of the emergency organization.

To give answer to this type of demand, inside MUSTER (Multi-user System for
Training and Evaluation of Emergency Responce) Environment project [5], a
prototype system is under development, having the goal to generate an informatic
structure to be used by a training Supervisor to plan, execute and evaluate operators
response using simulated scenarios inside an Oil Port as emergency domain.

This type of operator training systems include the utilization of potential scenario
generation tools, what-if algorithms, emergency procedure execution supports and
an efficient comunication and informative network, including also multi-media
information tools.
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